SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
We detail in Table I an example Table I the agreement with the NVT K m T is within 2% or less. We note in this instance that K m T could have been, of course, systematically calculated from NPT runs; in such a case, however, if on one side one is able to fix an (average) ambient condition pressure, on the other side, the output (average) density cannot be expected equal, in general, to the experimental one (given the approximation of the BHM model). We prefer instead to operate at the experimental density which can exactly be fixed in NVT simulations; in turn, and obviously, the average output pressure we get will in general be not equal to the atmospheric one.
We note that the isothermal compressibility could in principle also be calculated from the q = 0 limit of the partial structure factors S ij (q). These latter can be estimated, in MD simulations, either via Fourier transform of the radial distribution functions g ij (r) or through average over the simulation run of the auto-correlation function of the Fourier transform of density fluctuations ρ(q) . However, access to very low wavevectors implies the use of very large boxes and hence quite large number of particles with severe computational problems; moreover, the q = 0 limit S ij (0) could iin any case be obtained only via extrapolation of the low-q behavior of the partial structure factors. In addition to this the compressibility fit should be obtained via a trial and error procedure similar to that before illustrated. For all these reason this route to the determination of the fitting diameters does not appear practicable.
We also report (see below) the isotherms employed for determining the liquid-vapor coexistence points in the phase diagram of NaCl: these have been generated through NVT MD over not less than 50 densities, from the lowest very low vapor limit up to the liquid density range, with run lasting in any case not less than 700000 steps, in order to improve the sampling of phase space as particularly necessary in the very low density region where onic association processes are known to take place. The systems were equilibrated for the first 350000 steps and averages then cumulated over the following 350000 steps.
II. FUMI-TOSI CRYSTAL DIAMETERS AND TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT DIAMETERS
We report in Table II (ii) Approximate estimates of K exp T for RbCl at 1073 and 1273 K were obtained time ago in ref. [5] through interpolation from isothermal plots of compressibilities vs. the cation diameters in alkali chlorides and bromides. Here we perform a similar estimate of K 
III. MODIFIED HYPERNETTED CHAIN (MHNC) THEORY CALCULATIONS OF K T
We have also performed for all molten alkali halides encompassed by the MD investigation, a parallel fit of the experimental isothermal compressibilities within an extensive application of the MHNC integral equation theory [6] to potential (1) reported in the main text. We recall that in the MHNC, one starts from the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation [7] for a two component fluid
(where h ij (r) = g ij (r) − 1 and c ij (r) are the pair and the direct correlation functions, respectively, and g ij (r) the radial distribution functions fo two particles in the i − jth ionic species), and from the exact cluster expansion relationship [7] Table III for Sodium ions T(K) NaF NaCl NaBr NaI in which T is the temperature, k B is the Boltzmann constant, β = 1/k B T , and E ij (r) is The latter is to be estimated for an effective diameter σ * for which the theory yields thermo- routes [6, 8] . A unique hard sphere bridge function is then employed to approximate the three different bridge function of (+,+) (-,-) and (+,-) ionic interaction [9] .
IV. ISOTHERMS FOR MOLTEN NACL
We show in Fig. 1 isotherms for NaCl at the temperatures for which the liquid-vapor coexistence conditions have been determined. Two supercritical isotherms (3120 and 3200 K ) are also shown.
